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Francisco Valdes

PREFACE

This annual lecture, as the program schedule indicates, is designed to provide a sense of some notable “principles and practices” that underlie and animate LatCrit theory, praxis, and community as an expression of critical outsider jurisprudence, or “OutCrit” legal studies. Because the LatCrit community and body of work are multiply diverse, far-flung, and perpetually under construction, any one account inevitably falls short of this assignment if conceived as a comprehensive account. Therefore, as part of the Faculty Development Workshop program, we repeat the exercise annually to incrementally build a collective, multi-vocal portrait of our joint enterprise in increasingly inter-generational terms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost from the start of this jurisprudential experiment, LatCrit scholars have received requests for information about the origins, histories, and aspirations of our collective work. In response, the LatCrit community has developed a variety of informational resources designed to provide varied accounts of our jurisprudential experiment from the perspective of different participants. For example, LatCrit scholars have developed brochures, flyers, an informational CD, and a website to help disseminate information on LatCrit theory, community, and praxis. In addition, over the years LatCrit scholars have published various texts in our annual symposia to help compose periodic group “snapshots” of our ever-fluid joint labors. Most recently, the LatCrit community initiated an Oral Histories Project to enrich
and supplement the resources produced during the past decade or so. The aim of these various efforts is to ensure a multi-vocal response to ongoing queries regarding our past, present, and future.

In addition to the foregoing, LatCrit and allied scholars have established the annual LatCrit-SALT Faculty Development Workshop to provide information, contacts, and support for new and junior faculty at key points in their profession. This lecture became a part of this annual workshop, specifically to invite discussion of the principles and values that have defined our collaborations to date. This annual lecture, delivered each year by a different LatCrit scholar, is designed to provide a non-canonical set of accounts regarding LatCrit theory, community, and praxis. Therefore, this year’s lecture, like all others, is necessarily subjective and necessarily incomplete. Nonetheless, as part of the larger lecture series, and in tandem with the other informational materials noted above, I hope this year’s lecture contributes to our overall understanding of the commitments, times, and practices that have bound us together as a democratic community of critical academic activists and diverse antisubordination scholars.

Beyond the inevitable subjectivity and incompleteness of this undertaking lies another difficulty that makes this assignment even more elusive: precisely because this lecture focuses on principles, values, methods, and practices, it can appear to be an abstracted, overly generalized, and perhaps even a platitudinous account of what we imagine ourselves to be doing here today, and throughout the past thirteen annual conferences. To engage this dilemma up front, I begin with two concrete examples, to which I will refer from time to time throughout the lecture when abstraction and platitude might be in the offing. I thus begin by invoking two Latina/o scholars: one pioneer, based in the U.S., who helped to pave the way for the work we do today; and the other, based in the Global South, who challenged us to clarify our convictions and mutual commitments early on in this jurisprudential experiment, which we now call LatCrit. In this way—by way of concrete analogy—I hope at the outset to convey my historical and
contemporary sense of the principles and values that LatCrits intend to practice and promote through the work we do as academic activists, both collectively and individually.

In 1992, just three years before the invention of the LatCrit subject position, Professor Gerald P. Lopez published his electrifying milestone book—*Rebellious Lawyering: One Chicano’s Vision of Progressive Law Practice*. In this book, Professor Lopez sets forth the idea of “rebellious lawyering” as an activist-style approach to the practice of law, specifically to fight against legally-facilitated social subordination. Devoting the first chapter of his book to the articulation of this particular vision of the profession, Professor Lopez devotes the remainder of the book to what we now call “legal storytelling”—that is, to the telling of fictionalized, anecdotal accounts that illustrate “the rebellious idea of lawyering against subordination” in concrete settings. In the epilogue to his book, after recounting the various stories based on real-life scenarios, Professor Lopez concludes with the following observation:

None of these people has thoroughly worked out the answers to all the questions they confront. None of them has entirely escaped the inconsistencies and contradictions. None is immune from frustrations and failures. What each does understand, however, is that there’s no self-executing blueprint for changing law practice any more than there is a magic plan for changing the world. Their work reflects what in retrospect I suppose I was always searching for as an alternative to the orthodox law practice I first came to know more than two decades ago: a profound appreciation that lawyering, no less than other activist vocations, must itself reflect and occasionally even usher in the world we hope to create.

If we can mentally substitute the term “law practice” for “law teaching” or “legal scholarship,” I would submit to you that Professor Lopez’s eloquent articulation of “rebellious lawyering” is akin to our sense of “academic activism”—that is, we regard academic activism as a form of rebellious knowledge production. As I try to elaborate below, LatCrit
theory, praxis, and community have sought to “reflect and occasionally even usher in the world we hope to create.” Yet, we know that we have “not worked out answers to all the questions we confront” or that we have “escaped the inconsistencies and contradictions” of our work, or that we are “immune from frustrations and failures.” This critical and self-critical approach to legal knowledge production in democratic terms, as outlined below, is one main point that I hope to impress upon us in the course of this lecture as a key feature of the principles and practices that characterize our collective body of work to date.

More recently, in 2001 at the First Annual LatCrit Planning Retreat, Professor Hugo Rojas asked the retreat participants to specify what we stood for as a community. More concretely, and presciently, he asked us to specify the principles that bind us together as a diverse community of activist scholars. The group brainstormed for several hours, developing and the list you see below, which is reproduced exactly from the minutes of that retreat:

Day 1. TAKING STOCK: Discussion of what is LatCrit. What are LatCrit principles?

- Intergroup justice
- Antisubordination
- Anti-essentialism
- Multi-dimensionality
- Praxis/solidarity
- Community-building
- Critical/self-critical
- Ethical
- Transnational
- Interdisciplinary
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If we allow our eyes to pause on the various “principles,” or concepts and goals, listed above and then review the corpus of work that the LatCrit community has produced in the past thirteen years, I think—and certainly hope—that you will readily see a match between the two. Not perfect nor flawless, but principled and purposeful. Indeed, much of the early writing in the LatCrit symposia we have published over the years was devoted to a substantive elaboration of the meanings we ascribe to these terms, principles, and values. From my perspective, this collective response to Professor Rojas’s query, articulated almost a decade ago now, still stands as a fairly good summary description of the shared commitments that define our efforts to produce knowledge and do theory.

All I can really hope to do in the following lecture is to build on the examples of Professors Lopez and Rojas—and those of others who came before us or work today for similar aims—in communicating our vision of academic activism and our work toward the fundamental paradigm shift necessary to enlist law and policy as antisubordination tools in principled and egalitarian terms. To do so, in the first part of this lecture I will survey the historical precursors and substantive evolution of LatCrit theory before turning then, in the lecture’s second part, to a brief review of some shortcomings and setbacks that continue to challenge our efforts.

II. SKETCHING HISTORY, BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT: FROM LEGAL FORMALISM TO “OUTCRIT” LEGAL STUDIES

To better understand the reasons behind and the substance of the LatCrit experiment of the past dozen or so years, it helps to begin with a bit of background that situates LatCrit theory in the broader context of North American law and jurisprudence. Within this broader context, the experience with North American legal realism provides a useful starting point for charting our intellectual and historical lineage. In some basic ways, as outlined below, LatCrit scholarship may be viewed as the latest
iteration of a perspective on law and policy dating back to the Realist reaction to legal formalism.

Prior to the emergence of Realism in the first half of the past century, the Langdellian model of doctrinal formalism reigned, focusing myopically on the “case method” of legal analysis and education. Formalism’s reign in U.S. legal culture was established in reaction to the models of education and analysis transplanted here from Europe and championed by Columbia Law School’s lecture method. Landgell’s triumph shifted the focus of legal analysis and education to judicial opinions and, in particular, those of appellate judges. Under Landgell’s case method, the judicial opinion became a self-contained universe of doctrine, facts, and logic.

Although the Langdellian alternative to European tradition became dominant in the early history of U.S. legal culture, in time it spawned a “mechanical” approach to law. Reflecting the priorities of the case method, this mechanical approach became an exercise in the construction of legal logic based on the texts of judicial opinions. The aim was to prove the doctrinal contradictions of the case law illusory, and thus to harmonize opinions in apparent disarray. In their opinions, judges simply “discovered” law.

The Realist reaction to this mechanical jurisprudence lead to a “sociological” jurisprudence designed to make legal doctrine more socially cognizant, if not more relevant. The sociological reaction of the Realist approach put a premium on empirical and interdisciplinary analysis of law—not only “on the books,” but also in action. In contrast to Langdellian formalism, North American legal Realism emphasized functional analyses of doctrinal regimes, which synthesized legal logic with social science to engineer law reform initiatives.

After the mid-century upheavals of the Second World War and the first Great Depression, which had undercut and interrupted the Realist insurgency, this emphasis on social relevance—and social justice—became revitalized with the emergence of various kinds of “critical legal studies,”
beginning with the initial variety that focused on the interaction of law and socioeconomic class hierarchies. This initial articulation of Critical Legal Studies (CLS)—or of critical approaches to legal knowledge and education—crystallized and consolidated insights and methods that realism had developed or suggested. For example, early articulations of CLS during the second half of the past century built on Realist premises and explorations of legal indeterminacy, and of the “hunches” that legal actors with decisional discretion inevitably use to help construct social and economic realities as revealed by critical and cross-disciplinary analyses. Later varieties of CLS substantively expanded and deepened this critical extension of Realist insights and tenets.

Expanded articulations of legal criticality also nourished outsider approaches to critical legal studies, which centered race, gender or other embedded categories of identity in the study of law’s relationship to society. These expanded articulations of a critical subject position in legal knowledge production helped to produce legal feminisms, critical race theory, critical race feminism, Asian American legal scholarship, queer legal theory, and most recently, the LatCrit experiment. These expanded articulations of a critical subject position in legal knowledge production also have informed the evolution of similarly justice-minded experiments in outsider legal knowledge production, such as indigenous scholarship, clinical scholarship, and post-colonial studies in law and society.

In the closing decades of the twentieth century, these diverse genres of “critical outsider jurisprudence” or “OutCrit legal studies” have continued and sharpened the preceding gains posted by the earlier experiences with legal realism and legal criticality. Since then, OutCrit scholars have labored both within mainstream venues as well as those of our own design and creation. Since then, the pioneering work of critical outsider scholars has effectively assembled the intellectual and analytical arsenal from which we all borrow and to which we all contribute today. LatCrit theory is no exception.
Indeed, the historical and intellectual situation of the LatCrit experiment, as outlined above, points to some of the principles and practices we have adopted in light of that backdrop: from the very inception of this jurisprudential experiment, we have quite consciously sought to make principled and sustainable choices that combine concepts and tools developed previously with the lessons embodied in those very legacies. We have endeavored to learn from the gains and the limits of our foremothers and forefathers, as well as from our own ongoing, accumulating experiences. We have aimed to learn both from the tools, concepts and methods of our jurisprudential predecessors, as well as from their historical experiences in order to sharpen the commitment to social relevance and social justice through legal knowledge production and academic activism—and, over time, we furthermore have tried through trial-and-error to build on the lessons of our own, sometimes fitful, collective experiences.

We began, for example, by distilling from our intellectual ancestors’ work the main functions of critical legal theorizing. We identified four functions of theory in the early days of our work together: (1) the production of knowledge; (2) the advancement of social transformation; (3) the expansion and inter-connection of “different” antisubordination quests; and (4) the cultivation of critical communities and coalitions, both within and beyond the U.S.\textsuperscript{40} These four functions, we also learned, are interrelated, interactive, and interdependent.\textsuperscript{41} To deepen our practices in the service of these functions, we proposed certain “guideposts” rooted in our jurisprudential legacy.\textsuperscript{42}

Similarly, we proceeded from the basic theoretical premises firmly established by the earlier work of realists/critical pioneers. For example, we accepted the premise that legal rules and actions are both manipulable and manipulated in light of their basic indeterminacy.\textsuperscript{43} We similarly accepted that identity oftentimes plays a hidden role in the resolution of legal indeterminacy.\textsuperscript{44} We likewise proceeded from the premise that counter-disciplinary innovations are necessary to expose and ameliorate the
manipulation of law to systematically privilege some identities and subordinate other identities. These and similar points of departure provided the conceptual framework for much of the work generated by and through OutCrit legal studies, including, during the past dozen years, LatCrit scholarship.

Today, therefore, this LatCrit experiment in critical outsider jurisprudence, or OutCrit legal studies, is aptly understood as a contemporary iteration of realist and critical sensibilities with significant distinctions that aim to enrich and nurture the pioneering breakthroughs of our precursors and predecessors. Because we have seen and studied how jurisprudential experiments come and go, we have made a personal and collective commitment to long-term planning and continuity. LatCrit scholarship is, in short, an effort both to *sustain* as well as to *expand* the gains of Realism and criticality more generally, while centering Latina/o studies and encouraging its development by diverse scholars through various projects. Our contributions to this never-ending work during the past thirteen years of programs and projects thus span both substance and method.

III. THE LATCRIT RECORD: A BRIEF SURVEY OF SUBSTANCE AND METHOD

To focus on LatCrit contributions to OutCrit legal studies, it is useful to recall that our most immediate predecessors are the works produced under the rubric of Critical Race Theory, critical race feminism, and legal feminisms. To my mind, these overlapping bodies of critical outsider scholarship jointly provide the most proximate point of departure for LatCrit theory and praxis since the original articulation of the LatCrit subject position in 1995. In my view, it was precisely this critical and outsider legacy that we elected to adopt as the proximate point of departure for the programmatic efforts we would undertake. From where I have stood, these overlapping bodies of OutCrit scholarship most heavily influenced
both the substance and method of our collective or programmatic work as a
diverse community of academic activists.49

Because many LatCrit scholars were (and are) active in these overlapping
bodies of OutCrit scholarship, LatCrit knowledge production initiatives first
embraced, applied, and developed key outsider tools and concepts that, in
turn, build on the basic premises of Realism and mainstream criticality, as
just outlined above.50 These outsider insights, innovations, or interruptions
include early concepts and tools like intersectionality and multiplicity,
which originated and were developed by scholars like Kimberlé Crenshaw51
and Mari Matsuda.52 In addition, concepts and tools like anti-essentialism
and multidimensionality, developed by scholars like Angela Harris,53 Berta
Hernandez-Truyol,54 and Darren Hutchinson,55 also formed part of our
original point of departure and/or development. Other key concepts and
tools such as antisubordination activism and shifting bottoms, developed by
scholars like Jerome Culp,56 Mari Matsuda,57 and Athena Mutua,58 inform
much of our early work and direction. Methods like narrativity,
interdisciplinarity, and internationalism, showcased by scholars like
Margaret Montoya,59 Leslie Espinoza,60 Adrienne Wing,61 and Bob
Chang,62 also have helped enrich the work we do. Similarly, the relationship
of class to other categories of identity, emphasized by scholars like Richard
Delgado,63 Derrick Bell,64 Carmen Gonzalez,65 and Charles Pouncy,66 have
drawn our attention to this line of inquiry almost from the outset of our
programmatic efforts together. Likewise, the attention to neo-colonialism,
cultivated by scholars like Guadalupe Luna67 and Tayyab Mahmud,68 has
helped to ensure incisive critiques of contemporary realities under the rubric
of OutCrit legal studies.69 And finally, the attention to praxis and social
transformation in inter-group frameworks, urged by scholars like Eric
Yamamoto70 and Chuck Lawrence,71 has helped ensure that our work is
much more than the product of our abstracted ideas. This listing, impressive
as it is, is truncated; I apologize for the inability to provide recognition that
is more complete, given the space limitations that define this lecture.
Nonetheless, I hope this partial listing illustrates the very diverse arsenal from which the LatCrit project has been able to draw and build in the advancement of critical outsider jurisprudence, both substantively and methodologically.

Our proactive embrace and application of these and similar tools or concepts does not, however, provide a complete or total portrait of our enterprise during the past dozen or so years. Our work has encompassed much more than the simple application of preceding breakthroughs to new intellectual or social terrains. It would be misleading to think that our work has been only or mostly about the simple extension of OutCrit tools and concepts to new regimes of law and society.72

IV. SUBSTANCE AND THE LATCRIT RECORD

From the substantive baseline formed by these and similar insights of critical outsider jurisprudence up to the mid-1990s, the LatCrit community proceeded initially to make its own intellectual contributions in the ongoing elaboration of outsider scholarship from within the legal academy of the United States. These intellectual contributions, of course, may be framed in a number of different ways and levels of description. However, I offer five general substantive contributions, presented in abbreviated form, just for illustrative purposes.

A. Latina/o Identities and Diversities

The first basic contribution to the substance of OutCrit theorizing has been the elaboration of Latina/o identity as a variegated category.73 To do so, we embarked on collective and programmatic investigations of ethnicity, religion, language, immigration, and similar constructs to better understand, and to underscore, the intra-group diversities of Latina/o populations, specifically but not only in the United States.74 These collective investigations sparked not only vigorous debate and searching inquiry, but also exposed the fallacy of the “essentialized” Latina/o employed in
mainstream venues to make law and policy regarding Latinas/os. These investigations demonstrated and documented key demographic facts, including the fact that not all Latinas/os are Hispanic; that not all Latinas/os are Roman Catholic; that not all Latinas/os speak Spanish (or want to); and that not all Latinas/os live in the U.S. due to immigration. Conversely, these investigations showcased the complexities and diversities of Latina/o communities in terms of race and ethnicity, religion, culture, imperialism and colonialism, language and its suppression, class, and immigration status. These multidimensional, anti-essentializing investigations remain unfinished. Yet, they help de-center uncritical assumptions that all Latinas/os fit predominant stereotypes, assumptions that oftentimes skew law and policy to the detriment of diverse Latina/o communities.

B. Intra- and Inter-Group Frameworks

Secondly, LatCrit theorists have sought to advance critical outsider jurisprudence by developing and calling for analyses and projects that encompass both intra-group and inter-group issues. In other words, analyses and projects that promote both intra- and inter-group understanding through proactive and programmatic efforts, sustained collectively for multi-year periods of time. This approach to scope has facilitated a more detailed and accurate mapping of the patterns formed across groups by the particularities reflected in each, and invited comparative, inter-group study of common categories like “race” or “culture” that are relevant to the subordination of “different” social groups. Over time, this effort has helped produce a better comprehension and critique of the interlocking nature of the “different” systems of subordination that jointly and severally keep existing hierarchies of injustice and inequality in place both within and across cultures. While not always successful, this work can help provide substantive anchors for critical coalitions of “different” social groups.
C. Internationalism and Critical Comparativism

In addition, LatCrit theorists have contributed a newfound emphasis on internationalism and transnationality in the ongoing evolution of critical outsider jurisprudence. Transcending “domestic” constructions of race, ethnicity, and other categories relevant to law and policy in programmatic, long-term efforts, this expansion has helped not only to deepen and broaden critical understanding of those categories as exercises of power, but also have helped expose how those “different” exercises of power, using the “same” categories, are tailored in a myriad of ways to local circumstances and varied regions or locales. This third contribution, akin to the effort to examine law and power in cross-group contexts, has helped bridge what used to be a gulf between the “local” or “domestic” and the “global” or “foreign” in critical outsider jurisprudence, which oftentimes cabined scholarly analysis along national/political borders or boundaries. Over time, this incomplete but important work, too, can help set a sturdy stage for critical antisubordination coalitions.

D. Counter-Disciplinarity

The fourth contribution we have endeavored to make during the past dozen years to the broader project of critical outsider jurisprudence is to push for greater interdisciplinary, or counter-disciplinary, texts, projects, and programs. This emphasis on inter- or counter-disciplinarity, like the cross-group and internationalist initiatives of the past dozen years, aims to refine and develop the core categories or concepts of critical outsider jurisprudence as previously mapped out. The proactive and programmatic effort to make other disciplines integral to the elaboration of LatCrit theory, while also not always successful, has helped both to bolster and to texture our approaches to, and understandings of, “identity” as a legal tool deployed for particular purposes in particular places at particular times. Our programmatic efforts have helped diversely situated scholars meet and learn
from each other, expanding not only intellectual horizons, but also critical networks of academic activists.90

E. Class and Identity (as opposed to Class or Identity)

Finally, the fifth basic contribution in this brief sketch would be the collective or programmatic insistence that “class” and “identity” are not oppositional categories of analysis and action, and instead must be understood as “different” dimensions of the interlocking systems of oppression always under interrogation.91 This approach, in other words, emphasizes that “class” is itself an axis of sociolegal identity and that, as such, it must be incorporated into multidimensional analyses of power in law and society. This approach has tempered the influence of dichotomies between “discursive” and “material” aspects of power based on identity politics92 and has positioned us to better understand how class and other forms of identity are mutually constitutive and mutually reinforcing, both in law and in society.

These five sets of contributions, I recognize, delve into areas that have occupied the attention of antisubordination scholars of many stripes. I recognize, also, that these contributions accumulate in the form both of individual texts and of collective or programmatic actions.93 But I hope you will notice in the brief account above that, during the past dozen years, we have carefully crafted a distinctive approach to programmatic, collective knowledge production projects. During these past dozen years, we have programmatically refined previous breakthroughs, even as we organized our work around our own developing sense of democratic ethics and approaches regarding knowledge production and the four interrelated functions of theory mentioned earlier.94

In other words, apart from a straightforward, substantive application of OutCrit tools and concepts to new social or legal terrains, we have reassembled and cohered a legacy we inherited into a distinctive model of critical outsider jurisprudence and praxis. This distinctive model is
organized around democratic conceptions and egalitarian practices, and thus we may usefully refer to it as a kind of “outsider democracy” in legal knowledge production.\(^9\) However, as with everything else that we do, we did not invent democratic knowledge production. As with everything else that we do, we have striven to learn from past efforts, including those of the Society of American Law Teachers (SALT) and the Law & Society Association (LSA), to mix and match the best from each and then add our own distinctive elements.\(^9\)

V. METHOD AND THE LATCRIT RECORD

Methodologically, we have learned most, again, from the varied generations of “crits” who preceded us, as well as from the ongoing programmatic efforts sustained over the decades by SALT and LSA.\(^9\) These two organizations encompass overlapping academic communities, including, additionally, many OutCrit scholars. Though SALT and LSA are “different” in many respects, they share certain characteristics including a democratic bent to knowledge production—at least when compared to the “imperial” model of traditional knowledge production that dominates mainstream academia.\(^9\) Both SALT and LSA, for instance, have developed long-term planning strategies to ensure sustainable collective action as well as intergenerational transitions, including “pipeline” programs, which, like this very workshop, are designed to ensure the vitality and sustainability of these groups beyond momentary projects. Both also have developed “big-tent” approaches to a diverse array of projects and programs, in which veterans and newcomers are consciously commingled. Moreover, both have established enduring mechanisms for institutional autonomy and self-governance, which also allow opportunities for organizational diversification and even transformation. It is no coincidence that these same features are found in the LatCrit method of programmatic initiative, and in our community-building practices, in coalitional terms.

---
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A. OutCrit Legal Studies and Outsider Democracy: LatCrit Theory, Community, and Praxis

From inception, the LatCrit project exhibited a multifaceted focus—a focus aimed to integrate (1) “theory” with (2) “community” expressed or performed as (3) “praxis.” This approach, we posited, would help to ensure synergies of method and substance. This conscious integration additionally flowed from a collective recognition that the legal academy of the U.S. is itself a site of struggle and contestation. It is a site that forms the macro-crucible for the production of legal knowledge in this country, knowledge deployed to tranquilize society into controlled discontent, or to confirm the stirring of social justice consciousness. It is a site for the identification and cultivation of intergenerational leaders trained to serve power, privilege, and hierarchy—or, alternatively, emboldened to bring law incrementally closer to justice. From our critical antisubordination perspective, the question was/is: How do we leverage our tiny perches within the academy to transform academic knowledge production and its social consequences?

Reflecting the norms of the legal academy, and with these methodological points in mind, the LatCrit version of the “outsider democracy” began with an annual conference, but designed specifically to bring multiply diverse scholars together in the coalitional production of legal knowledge using critical ideas and oppositional ways and means—opposition specifically to the “imperial” culture of hierarchy fostered by the traditional or mainstream model of legal education and scholarship. This opposition flowed from recognition that the traditional and mainstream model oftentimes lent itself more to maintaining hierarchy through the elitist seductions of careerism and the necessity of self-promotion, than to producing legal knowledge in the service of social justice action. As Professor Lopez observed about his professional life choices and a core point of rebellious lawyering, this threshold, oppositional stance in favor of democratic knowledge production helps set the stage for ongoing work
“that must itself reflect and occasionally even usher in the world we hope to create.”

Imbued with that spirit, in the earliest years the LatCrit conferences were characterized by a proactive planning committee that sought affirmatively to apply the lessons of our jurisprudential ancestors, including issues of sameness/difference, in knowledge production contexts. These conferences were open to all interested participants and almost always met in plenary session, so we developed specific programmatic techniques—like “rotating centers” and “streams of programming”—designed to build knowledge and solidarity on democratic terms among and across diversely “different” scholars. As this sketch indicates, the design, structure, and content of the annual conferences and their programs effectively became the first context in which LatCrits sought to apply or “perform” the theoretical insights about “doing” critical theory drawn most directly from the experiences of prior experiments in critical outsider jurisprudence. During this time, the conference planning committees labored not only to gain insights from prior jurisprudential experience, but also from our own experiences as they accumulated from year to year.

Over time, this approach attracted more and more participants, eventually outpacing the capacity of the conference model to meet always in plenary session. For example, while approximately sixty-five scholars participated in the 1996 LatCrit I conference, this number had tripled, to about 200, by LatCrit XII in 2007. Therefore, during the past several years the LatCrit conferences have begun to meet both in plenary and in concurrent sessions. Moreover, the planning committee now limits itself to the planning of specific program “anchors” (including the signature “theme” panel, the keynote speakers, the Jerome Culp Annual Lecture, and the like) rather than planning in detail the entire program. In other words, while in the early years we thought it important to “actively” steer the conference program to focus on areas of controversy, in more recent years a more “democratic” approach has emerged, somewhat akin to LSA conferences. In this
Thirteenth Annual LatCrit Conference, for example, many, if not most, of the panels were self-organized by individual scholars, or small groups of scholars, to create an opportunity for the pursuit of a more particularistic project or agenda and a more pluralistic conference program as a whole.

As I have tried to show in this summary, LatCritical efforts from inception prioritized a continuing search for effective and efficient combinations of theory and action on personal as well as collective levels. Although the annual conferences and related symposia were the original programmatic expression of this enterprise, our tripartite focus on theory, community, and praxis, with the interrelated functions noted earlier, soon yielded a “portfolio” of projects designed to incubate theory and inform action. These projects and programs are designed as a set of practices that are oppositional to the mainstream traditions of the legal academy, and specifically to the atomized traditions of imperial scholarship. These activities and programs are designed to develop innovative approaches to the production of knowledge from within the legal academy of the U.S., as well as to contest the entrenchment of interlocking hierarchies within the professoriate that are inconsistent with our antisubordination aspirations.

B. Academic Activism and “Collective Personal Praxis”: Critical Communities, Coalitions, and Institutions

The approach to this method might be described as the construction of an enduring, alternative counter-tradition to the ways and means of mainstream imperialism. This counter-tradition, focused on antisubordination academic activism, is based on the critical and self-critical application of OutCrit legal studies not only to society at large, not only to academia as a whole, but also to ourselves and all that we undertake. Thinking yet again of Professor Lopez and his rebellious approach to lawyering, our striving to “perform the theory” in all our projects is an effort to perform programmatic work that dares to try reflecting, and ushering in, the world we hope to help create. Our aim is to create a “virtual” home for the incubation of critical
communities, discourses, and actions, always anchored by consistent collective practice of the substantive principles that we profess to share.

As Professor Lopez also reminds us, this undertaking cannot immediately mitigate the many evils that abound in legal culture or society at large. They cannot resolve inconsistency or immunize against failure. At the same time, this kind of sustained collective effort is no small feat in a time of ferocious backlash and furious retrenchment—a determined, decades-long campaign to banish the likes of us from the corridors of academia, a campaign waged with resources, wit, and determination, a campaign that threatens every day to unravel this ever-fragile outsider democracy. Indeed, in these times, where criticality is under attack and social justice is under assault, the decision to identify as a “crit” and to engage in critical legal praxis as an activist, outsider scholar is an act of willful defiance against the power of dominant norms and forces. Yet, for some of us at least, intellectual honesty compels the stance.

Today, after much trial, effort, and (never-ending) correction, the LatCrit portfolio of projects consistently integrates democratic knowledge production and academic activism as core LatCritical practices. The LatCrit portfolio of projects—and the underlying conception of collective personal praxis that defines our academic activism akin to rebellious lawyering—are designed to invite wide-ranging participation across multidimensional lines of difference and diversity. The projects and related activities of the LatCrit community are designed to allow easy entry and participation, as well as to break down boundaries not only of social identity but also of discipline, status, geography, culture, and doctrine. As LatCrit theorists have explained, this approach represents a form of “collective personal praxis” that combines open and inclusive knowledge production initiatives grounded in multidimensional analysis and antisubordination values. This “big-tent” approach and egalitarian ethos places a premium on (1) community-building, (2) coalition-building, and (3) institution-building. But these three mutually-reinforcing practices are not separate or apart from
knowledge production as such; rather, they are integral to the varied acts of
democratic knowledge production in which we engage collectively and
individually.

In sum, democratic approaches to knowledge production scramble and
synthesize in varied ways differing aspects of other models or approaches to
academic knowledge production. Democratic experiments do not aim or
tend to create or control the artificial scarcities of professional recognition,
intellectual legitimacy, or space in the pages of prominent academic
journals, which are necessary specifically to imperial stratification of
scholars and their scholarship. Democratic experiments aim, instead, to
create diverse, programmatic, recurring opportunities for exchange and
collaboration on multiple levels so that individual scholars can build
alliances and networks as they develop their agendas and work, collectively
yet personally, in the service of social justice. Democratic experiments aim
self-consciously to commingle newcomers and veterans as knowledge-
producing, community-building, and institution-sustaining actors. Moreover, democratic methods are synergistic with the substantive
commitment to antisubordination values and related principles—including
those that emerged from the collective response to Professor Rojas’s
bottom-line query nearly a decade ago.

Aiming to practice these values and principles year-round and for the
long-term, the LatCrit community expressed its commitment to democratic
knowledge production from the very beginning, as illustrated by the related
practices of “rotating centers” and “streaming programming.” Over the
years, the LatCrit portfolio of projects has extended this commitment in a
rich variety of ways that span many different kinds of knowledge
production. Our collective, programmatic work, as illustrated by our
portfolio of projects, helps to model the kind of “collective personal praxis”
through which we aim to perform the antisubordination values and
principles of LatCrit theory. This Portfolio of Projects and collective
personal praxis help to define the antisubordination “academic activism”
that has become a special feature of the LatCrit experiment within the context of OutCrit legal studies.

Our commitment to collective personal action in turn operates as a key method of community-and-coalition building; laboring together in principled terms produces not only knowledge but also can help ripen trust and solidarity. And the importance of trustworthy community-building to the production of critical outsider jurisprudence cannot be overemphasized, given the ambient dangers that have confronted (and still confront) any progressive or critical undertaking in the U.S. These principles and practices thus are designed to recognize our diverse and complex humanity, and its relationship to our capacious yet limited antisubordination work. Our efforts, whether in substance or method, have not always been entirely successful, but they have been consistently determined.

VI. SHORTCOMINGS AND SETBACKS: SOME STILL-PENDING CHALLENGES

While this brief sketch outlines some important gains or advances of our collective record during the past thirteen years, these efforts and exertions have not registered picture-perfect results; far from it. While our labors have no doubt added value to the cumulative accomplishments of critical outsider jurisprudence, or OutCrit legal studies, the reach and impact of our endeavors have been checked—or at least challenged—by shortcomings and limitations that include historical, material, structural, personal, and other circumstances. Two sets of examples, spanning both substance and method, illustrate this aspect of our collective record thus far.

A. Limits and Limitations: Substance and Method

The first set of shortcomings is reflected in our efforts to center intersectional identities and related fields of study and action in our collective work. For example, from the earliest years we have endeavored to cultivate a programmatic line of inquiry within LatCrit theory that centered
Filipina/o identities, communities, interests, and studies. Similarly, from the outset, we have sought to engage indigenous identities and scholars in the programmatic articulation and development of LatCrit theory, community, and praxis. On both counts, our efforts have faltered (in my view, due mainly to a lack of resources). As a result, these substantive lines of inquiry remain relatively underdeveloped within LatCrit scholarship today.

A second set of shortcomings or limitations is reflected in our border-breaking forays designed to sharpen the incisiveness of LatCritical analyses along other lines of programmatic inquiry. The first of these efforts involves interdisciplinarity and our ongoing but unsteady efforts to ensure that interdisciplinary analyses are integral in, and not marginal to, LatCrit theorizing. Similarly, our commitment to internationalism within LatCrit theory, and to ensuring that internationalist analyses are integral to our work, has yielded only limited results. Thus, even though interdisciplinary and comparative analysis of law and society is welcome and active within LatCrit theory, our efforts to make these two lines of inquiry thoroughly integral to LatCrit theory have been limited (due again, in my view, to a lack of resources).

Perhaps more importantly, we have not yet been entirely successful in our efforts to recast the traditional, neo-colonial, “imperial” paradigm of legal knowledge production. Nor have we been as successful as we had hoped in our efforts to redefine academia’s relationship to power and society. We have, in short, failed to meaningfully reshape the relationship of the scholar to her society.

Finally, we have been less than adequately attentive to questions of access to our conferences and events for physically-challenged members of our community. This extended, collective inattention has been inexcusable; it shows a clear example of our failure to live up to our own commitments. Fortunately, during the past year, our collective attention has focused on a sustained effort to overcome this shortcoming as we continue, collectively,
as best as we can in any given moment or situation, to apply a self-critical antisubordination review of our ongoing work.120

B. “Productive Tensions” and Knowledge Production: Identity in LatCrit Theory and Practice

It is no coincidence that these examples of our shortcomings or failures read like a mirror-image of our accomplishments and contributions, as I outlined them above.121 But one thing should stand clear from this juxtaposition of effort, accomplishment, and setback: from the beginning, LatCrit theorists embraced “productive tensions” based, first, on identity-related sources of “difference” (both within and beyond Latina/o populations), and second, on the collective decision to construct an “open” space in LatCrit programs and venues despite the multiple vectors of difference within and among the “outsider” jurisprudential community. Both of these original methodological and substantive choices have helped to make LatCrit theory, community, and praxis a distinctively democratic intervention in OutCrit legal studies—both for better and/or worse.

Initially, the most common expression of these productive tensions focused on the relevance of “race” to Latina/o populations, to which we turned our collective, programmatic attention in the first couple of years.122 More particularly, the question that oftentimes arises focuses on the role and relevance of groups or communities racialized and/or ethnicized as something other than Latina/o—and whether scholars who identify with such communities are within the bailiwick of LatCrit inquiry. In other words, this question asks whether scholars or projects not conceived as Latina/o are, or can be, part of the LatCrit whole. Our collective and programmatic engagement of this particular productive tension thus has focused on the racial diversities within and across Latina/o communities, especially in the U.S., to underscore commonalities that otherwise might be overlooked; this approach has sought to de-center the essential Latina/o and to showcase intra-Latina/o diversities to illustrate concretely how constructs
like “race” are as relevant to Latina/o interests as to other racialized social groups. As such, this approach has sought to provide a substantive and theoretical response to the oft-expressed query: “Do black people belong in LatCrit?” or “Do Asian people belong in LatCrit?” or even “Do indigenous people belong in LatCrit?” Responding affirmatively in each instance, this approach has sought to emphasize that Latina/o populations embody all racial (and other identity) categories.

Because racial regulation affects all Latina/o communities, the first productive tension of these past thirteen years has produced an enhanced understanding of “race” as a cross-group, trans-cultural, and multidimensional phenomenon. In this way, we have endeavored to demonstrate why and how the study of all racial categories by scholars with “different” racial subject positions is necessarily integral to a holistic and incisive LatCrit analysis of race and power. Through this approach we have sought both to keep the “Lat” in LatCrit theory while simultaneously making the case for the necessary inclusion of diverse viewpoints in the elaboration of all genres of critical outsider jurisprudence—one example, with all its difficulties and complexities, of democratic synergy in LatCritical method and substance.

This closing note on our decision to grapple programmatically and personally with productive tensions, presented here in the context of outlining our shortcomings, underscores the LatCrit commitment to a self-critical performance of theory in all we do as a community. Like the example of race noted here, these ongoing efforts to embrace and grapple with multiple sources of difference at times have produced unexpected or spontaneous eruptions in our midst. Yet, we continue. We keep on keeping on. This commitment to self-critical review on an ongoing basis, and in collective terms, thus emerges as perhaps our saving feature. Stipulating to our imperfection, fragility, and incompletion, we also are committed to affirmative and self-critical applications of our principles and values to our own community and activities. Despite our limitations and
inabilities, and understanding that this jurisprudential experiment remains always, and in all ways, under construction; warts and all, we remain committed still to performing the theory in personal and collective terms.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this brief summation of highlights, I have endeavored to situate LatCrit historically and jurisprudentially. I have aimed to compare and contrast our approaches to knowledge production and academic activism to other examples or formations from U.S. legal culture and history. Along the way, I have tried to identify some accomplishments as well as some limitations and pending challenges. From this outline, we can conclude with a few general words about “LatCrit” as it has become over the past thirteen years.

From this overview, it should be clear that democratic experiments, like LatCrit, exist mainly as means to ends. Democratic jurisprudential experiments exist as vehicles for the individual work of academic activists who agree to conduct programmatic projects collaboratively over a period of time, based on shared principles and aspirations. Democratic experiments, like LatCrit, exist to enable opportunities for collective action among like-minded individuals in academic knowledge production and activism.

Like LatCrit for the past thirteen years, democratic experiments are always in flux. Though we certainly have formed an intellectual community, it is a far-flung and self-selected community of multiply diverse and situated individuals: at any given time or place our collective work is no more, no less, than the sum of our individual capacities and limitations. In addition to our inherent structural fragility, the grinding pressures of imperial imperatives, reinforced in myriad ways by backlash and retrenchment, threaten to derange this entire “outsider” critical democracy around every corner—or so it seems to me. As many will attest, the tolls and demands of this work try, sometimes daily, the personal commitment to collaboration and continuity.
But, on a personal note, I should emphasize that I have always been motivated to work on LatCrit projects like this one by the rebellious spirit that Professor Lopez invoked just three years prior to the beginning of this experiment. For me, self-made and self-directed community projects like this workshop—and similar events we conduct around the year—are important because they endeavor to keep this rebellious spirit alive and kicking, and especially so during times marked by backlash and retrenchment. For me, the joint cultivation of this rebellious ethic toward legal knowledge production has been a key aspect of continuing to return, from year to year, to the work that we gather here to advance, for another year, in the name of antisubordination academic activism.

During these past thirteen years of heightened hostility to outsider and/or critical studies, the LatCrit community has imagined, formed, and provided a democratic site of resistance to multiple systems of subordination. Together, LatCrit scholars incrementally have constructed a year-round safe zone of activities to pursue and nurture critical outsider studies, texts, projects, programs, and networks. Perhaps flirting with hyperbole, I admit to viewing LatCrit theory, community, and praxis as working together to form a sort of “underground” resistance network against imperial traditions, imperatives, and institutions that define legal culture in the U.S. and that ensure the law serves ruling elites rather than exploited and subordinated groups. As an underground, we must be agile and nimble—yet principled—if we are to do any good, or even survive. As an underground, our efforts must be to create a viable, self-sustaining, and self-correcting alternative to business-as-usual in legal academia within the U.S., and perhaps even beyond it. Only time will tell whether it was all a dream, or really an effort that reflected, and helped to usher in, the world we envision(ed) creating.

1 Professor of Law, Univ. of Miami, and Co-Director, Center for Hispanic and Caribbean Legal Studies. I thank the organizers of this Faculty Development Workshop, including Rachel Anderson, Mario Barnes, Ruben Garcia, Kaaryn Gustafson, Kevin Maillard,
Adele Morrison, Melissa Murray, Reggie Oh, Angela Onwuachi-Willig, Christian Sundquist, and Rose Cuisin Villazor. I also thank the organizers of the Thirteenth Annual LatCrit Conference, of which this workshop is a part, including Steve Bender, Robert Chang, Roberto Corrada, Nancy Ehrenreich, Christian Halliburton, and Tayyab Mahmud. The support for this event provided by Seattle University Law Dean Kellye Testy was generous in both spirit and sponsorship, as was the support of the Society of American Law Teachers (SALT). I know I speak for the entire LatCrit community in thanking you both for making these spectacular programs possible. Finally, I thank the loose-knit, ever-fluid, worldwide community of activist-scholars whose work provides the stuff of this lecture. All errors are mine.
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I thank Kaaryn Gustafson for her invaluable leadership in helping us collectively address this particular failure.

See supra notes 73–79 and accompanying text (on LatCrit contributions to critical outsider jurisprudence).

See supra note 76 and sources cited therein (on race and ethnicity in LatCrit theory).

See, e.g., Valdes, Theorizing “OutCrit” Theories, supra note 6, at 1308–11 (recounting “contentious engagements” at various LatCrit conferences, including the first one); see also supra note 74 and sources cited therein (on the engagement of religion in early LatCrit venues).